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Abstract
Background. The Screener and Opioid Assessment
for Patients with Pain-Revised (SOAPP-R) is a 24item self-report instrument that was developed to aid
providers in predicting aberrant medication-related
behaviors among chronic pain patients. Although
the SOAPP-R has garnered widespread use, certain
patients may be dissuaded from taking it because of
its length. Administrative barriers associated with
lengthy questionnaires further limit its utility.
Objective. To investigate the extent to which two
techniques for computer-based administration (curtailment and stochastic curtailment) reduce the
average test length of the SOAPP-R without unduly
affecting sensitivity and specificity.
Design. Retrospective study.
Setting. Pain management centers.
Subjects. Four hundred and twenty-eight chronic
non-cancer pain patients.
Methods. Subjects had taken the full-length SOAPPR and been classified by the Aberrant Drug Behavior
Index (ADBI) as having engaged or not engaged in
aberrant medication-related behavior. Curtailment
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and stochastic curtailment were applied to the data
in post-hoc simulation. Sensitivity and specificity
with respect to the ADBI, as well as average test
length, were computed for the full-length test, curtailment, and stochastic curtailment.
Results. The full-length SOAPP-R exhibited a sensitivity of 0.745 and a specificity of 0.671 for predicting the ADBI. Curtailment reduced the average test
length by 26% while exhibiting the same sensitivity
and specificity as the full-length test. Stochastic
curtailment reduced the average test length by as
much as 65% while always exhibiting sensitivity
and specificity for the ADBI within 0.035 of those of
the full-length test.

Key Words. Chronic Pain; Substance Abuse;
Opioids; SOAPP-R; Respondent Burden; Risk
Stratification

Introduction
While chronic opioid therapy has been increasingly
sought after by patients with persistent pain, such therapy has seen mixed results with respect to outcome and
risk [1,2]. Opioids may have benefits and uses for the
treatment of chronic pain [3], yet recent findings indicate
a dose-dependent risk for serious harms as well as limited evidence on long-term effectiveness [4]. Moreover, a
segment of the patient population can have a tendency
to become overly reliant on opioids, exhibit behaviors
including misuse and abuse, or follow non-prescribed
dosages [5–7]. Patients may also display aberrant behaviors such as diverting drugs or visiting multiple providers
for prescriptions [8]. Several articles [9–11] have recommended a “universal precautions” approach when considering long-term opioid therapy for chronic pain
patients. Universal precautions assumes that every
patient represents some degree of risk. To initiate and
modify therapy in a safe and controlled manner, risk
assessment strategies are recommended as well as
close patient monitoring. A comprehensive evaluation of
the chronic pain patient increasingly includes a standardized process for risk assessment for patients who are
potential candidates for opioids or for whom opioids for
chronic pain have been recommended [1,12,13]. Many
modalities, such as urine toxicology, prescription monitoring, self-report measures, and reviewing of risk factors,
are available; while no one tool is adequate [6,14],
screening questionnaires have been developed to assist
the practitioner with this assessment and to help standardize the assessment process. Such questionnaires,
however, can be lengthy and complicate adherence, and
the evidence to support them has been challenged [4].

The initial validation study of the SOAPP-R found that it
was an improvement over the original SOAPP and
exhibited both strong reliability and validity [18]. In particular, in the initial validation study the coefficient a of
the SOAPP-R was 0.88, and the test-retest reliability
was also high (intraclass correlation 5 0.92). Moreover,
the assessment demonstrated predictive validity with
respect to an external criterion, the Aberrant Drug
Behavior Index (ADBI), which will be described in a later
section. In a receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve analysis with the ADBI as the predictive criterion,
the SOAPP-R’s area under the curve was 0.81, and the
scale demonstrated adequate sensitivity and specificity
(0.81 and 0.68, respectively). It has since been crossvalidated with a new sample of patients [19], again
showing high internal consistency (coefficient a 5 0.86)
and test-retest reliability (intraclass correlation 5 0.91).
As is anticipated when an assessment is tested in a
new population, the SOAPP-R’s combination of sensitivity and specificity exhibited shrinkage in cross-validation;
nevertheless, its area under the curve of 0.74 was still
highly significant and was characterized as having
acceptable discrimination by conventional criteria [20].
Both the initial and cross-validation studies concluded
that the SOAPP-R is a reliable and valid tool in the prediction of aberrant drug-related behaviors [18,19]. It has
been included in both the clinical guidelines of the
American Pain Society-American Academy of Pain Medicine Opioids Guidelines Panel [3] and the Canadian
guidelines for safe and effective use of opioids [21].
While taking the full 24-item version of the SOAPP-R is a
simple task for many respondents, certain individuals
may have difficulty completing it, especially taken in the
context of multiple other required questionnaires administered in a health care setting. This concern is particularly
critical for patients who struggle with reading comprehension and patients with medical ailments, both of whom
are known to experience more difficulty with
2345
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Conclusions. Curtailment and stochastic curtailment have potential to improve the SOAPP-R’s efficiency in computer-based administrations.

The Screener and Opioid Assessment for Patients with
Pain (SOAPP) [15–17] is among the most studied of
questionnaires for chronic opioid risk. The SOAPP has
the limitations of being conceptually derived and
dependent on patient report of incriminating behaviors
[18]. Thus, Butler et al. developed the Screener and
Opioid Assessment for Patients with Pain – Revised
(SOAPP-R) to address these limitations [18]. The
SOAPP-R is empirically based, easily understood by
patients, and less transparent to the patient in terms of
how the items are scored than the original SOAPP items
[18]. Both the SOAPP and SOAPP-R provide cutoff
points that indicate whether the patient is “positive” (i.e.,
at high risk for aberrant medication-related behaviors) or
“negative” (that is, at relatively low risk for such aberrant
behaviors). The cutoff is intended to alert a provider
about the potential for risk of aberrant medicationrelated behaviors for a chronic pain patient being considered for long-term opioid therapy and may be useful,
along with other medical information, for making prescribing decisions [18,19].

Finkelman et al.
questionnaire adherence [22]. Given that the SOAPP-R is
specifically designed for persons with chronic pain
[18,19]—who typically exhibit physical and mental comorbidities—shorter versions of the SOAPP-R would make
the instrument more accessible. The need for shorter versions is also attested to by 1) findings that the response
rate [23] and quality of responses [24] can be enhanced
by decreasing assessment length, and 2) the Scientific
Advisory Committee of the Medical Outcomes Trust’s
identification of respondent burden as a significant consideration when designing a questionnaire [25].

A short form of the SOAPP containing five items has
been introduced [28,29]; however, further efficient
assessments to predict the risk of aberrant opioidrelated behaviors are needed for two reasons. First, the
aforementioned five-item short form is based on the
original SOAPP, not the SOAPP-R (only two of its five
items appear on the SOAPP-R). A short assessment
based on the more rigorously developed SOAPP-R
would be beneficial. Second, the previously introduced
short form is “static”: it gives the exact same set of
items to each respondent who takes it. Advances in
computerized testing, however, suggest the efficiency of
tailored assessments in which the questionnaire is customized at the individual level [30–41]. In computerized
variable-length testing, the most suitable number of
items for a given respondent is determined in real time
by monitoring the respondent’s answers during the
assessment. After each item, a computer program performs internal calculations to decide whether 1) the
respondent should be administered another item or 2)
the test should be stopped in favor of either a “positive”
or a “negative” result for that respondent (as with the
full-length SOAPP-R, a “positive” result indicates that
the patient is at high risk of future aberrant medicationrelated behaviors, and a “negative” result suggests
lower risk). Two statistical methods for determining
when to stop testing are curtailment and stochastic curtailment. Both of these methods strive to cease testing
before the administration of items that cannot, or are
unlikely to, influence whether the respondent will ultimately be determined to be at high risk or low risk. To
that end, the methods judiciously present fewer items to
respondents whose results are clear very quickly, and
more items to “borderline” respondents who require further evidence before a “positive” or a “negative” determination can be made. Both curtailment and stochastic
curtailment have been shown to lessen the respondent
burden of a test while maintaining sensitivity and specificity values comparable to those of the full-length ver2346

Methods
The Institutional Review Board at Tufts Medical Center
and Tufts University Health Sciences Campus granted
exempt status for this research project.
Subjects
This retrospective study included data from n 5 428
subjects who had completed the full (24-item) paperand-pencil version of the SOAPP-R and had been followed up 5 months later. The purpose of the follow-up
was to ascertain whether a given respondent had
engaged in aberrant medication-related behavior after
taking the SOAPP-R, and thus to evaluate the questionnaire’s predictive validity. The assessment used to
gauge whether aberrant medication-related behavior
had occurred was the Aberrant Drug Behavior Index,
which will be described in a later section.
Data came from the original validation study of the
SOAPP-R (n 5 207) and its cross-validation study
(n 5 221). The original validation study [18] had recruited
patients from pain clinics in three United States states
(MA, OH, and PA); all patients had been on a long-term
opioid treatment regimen for chronic non-cancer pain.
The cross-validation study [19] had recruited patients
from pain management centers in five United States
states (IN, MA, NH, OH, and PA); all patients had been
prescribed opioids for chronic non-cancer pain. The
procedures of these studies had been approved by the
Human Subjects Committees of the participating centers. All subjects had signed an informed consent form
prior to their participation.
The SOAPP-R, Curtailment, and Stochastic
Curtailment
Each of the 24 SOAPP-R items asks about the past 30
days and is scored on a 0–4 scale (“Never” 5 0,
“Seldom” 5 1, “Sometimes” 5 2, “Often” 5 3, “Very
Often” 5 4). Item scores are summed to produce a total
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The development of less time-consuming versions of the
SOAPP-R would benefit not only patients, but also providers. Administering screeners in the clinical flow can be
challenging, given that current primary care practice
guidelines list over 60 different screenings for the primary
care setting [26]. The growing recognition of administrative burden and the importance of efficiency in health
care delivery [27] necessitate the use of screeners that do
not present more items than are necessary.

sion of the test [30,32,33,35–40]. Within the domain of
pain medicine, these methods were recently applied to
the Current Opioid Misuse Measure (COMM) and were
found to substantially enhance its efficiency of assessment [34]. However, no previous research has investigated their use in the context of the SOAPP-R. The
purpose of this study is to fill this gap by examining how
curtailment and stochastic curtailment can be applied to
the SOAPP-R and quantifying the degree to which they
can improve its efficiency. It is noted that the COMM
and the SOAPP-R are used for different purposes: the
former is designed to assess current aberrant
medication-related behaviors involving opioids, whereas
the latter is designed to predict such behaviors in the
future. Hence, this study seeks to address the current
lack of efficient customizable assessment procedures
for predicting future aberrant drug-related behaviors.

SOAPP-R Customized Computer-Based Testing

Table 1

Descriptive statistics for all SOAPP-R items (n 5 428)
Mean (SD)

Median (IQR)

1. How often do you have mood swings?
2. How often have you felt a need for higher doses of medication
to treat your pain?
3. How often have you felt impatient with your doctors?
4. How often have you felt that things are just too overwhelming
that you can’t handle them?
5. How often is there tension in the home?
6. How often have you counted pain pills to see how many are remaining?
7. How often have you been concerned that people will judge you for
taking pain medication?
8. How often do you feel bored?
9. How often have you taken more pain medication than you were supposed to?
10. How often have you worried about being left alone?
11. How often have you felt a craving for medication?
12. How often have others expressed concern over your use of medication?
13. How often have any of your close friends had a problem with alcohol or drugs?
14. How often have others told you that you had a bad temper?
15. How often have you felt consumed by the need to get pain medication?
16. How often have you run out of pain medication early?
17. How often have others kept you from getting what you deserve?
18. How often, in your lifetime, have you had legal problems or been arrested?
19. How often have you attended an AA or NA meeting?
20. How often have you been in an argument that was so out of control
that someone got hurt?
21. How often have you been sexually abused?
22. How often have others suggested that you have a drug or alcohol problem?
23. How often have you had to borrow pain medications from your family or friends?
24. How often have you been treated for an alcohol or drug problem?
Total score

2.0 (1.0)
1.9 (1.1)

2.0 (2.0)
2.0 (2.0)

1.4 (1.1)
1.5 (1.2)

1.0 (1.0)
1.0 (1.0)

1.4 (1.1)
1.1 (1.1)
1.2 (1.2)

1.0 (1.0)
1.0 (2.0)
1.0 (2.0)

1.4
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.2

1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

(1.1)
(0.9)
(1.1)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(0.9)
(0.9)
(0.9)
(0.6)
(0.9)
(0.6)

0.3 (0.7)
0.3 (0.6)
0.2 (0.6)
0.1 (0.5)
20.4 (11.3)

(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)

0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
18.0 (14.8)

IQR 5 Inter-quartile range.

score for the SOAPP-R. This total score is then compared with a prescribed cutoff point; respondents are
considered to have a positive finding of high risk for
aberrant behaviors if they meet or exceed the cutoff
point, and are considered to be at lower risk (i.e., a negative finding) otherwise. See Table 1 for a list of the
SOAPP-R items.
In order for curtailment or stochastic curtailment to be
applied operationally to the SOAPP-R, administration of
the questionnaire must be conducted by computer so
that each respondent’s answers can be tracked during
his/her assessment. Although the subjects in this study
had completed the SOAPP-R via paper-and-pencil, the
potential of curtailment and stochastic curtailment could
still be assessed via the method of post-hoc simulation
(see the “Statistical analysis” section below). The remainder of the current subsection is devoted to explaining the
logic of curtailment and stochastic curtailment.
When using curtailment, which is sometimes referred to
as the countdown method [31], testing proceeds until
the respondent’s result from the questionnaire (either

“positive” or “negative”) has been unequivocally determined based on his/her previous answers. Once this
point has been reached, the computer program terminates the assessment so that no more items are administered than are necessary. For example, suppose that
a cutoff point of  19 has been set for the full-length
SOAPP-R. Table 2 presents the answers of two hypothetical respondents to this assessment. The table
shows each respondent’s item scores and cumulative
(summed) scores at every stage of the test (i.e., after
each sequential item is answered). Respondent #1 is
ultimately screened as positive for high risk aberrant
behaviors by the full-length test (total score 5 61),
whereas Respondent #2 is ultimately screened as negative (total score 5 10). Note that for Respondent #1, his/
her cumulative score after seven items is 19 (having had
item scores of 2, 4, 2, 2, 3, 4, and 2). Because negative
item scores are not possible for the SOAPP-R, and
because Respondent #1’s cumulative score has already
met the cutoff point after seven items, his/her result has
unequivocally been decided at that stage: he/she will
necessarily be screened as positive by the full-length
test. If curtailment were employed, it would stop the
2347
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Item (“In the past 30 days. . .”)

Finkelman et al.

Table 2

Results for two hypothetical respondents (cutoff point of  19)
Respondent #1

Respondent #2

Item Score

Cumulative
Score

Chance of
“Positive Result” (%)

Item
Score

Cumulative
Score

Chance of
“Positive Result” (%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

2
4
2
2
3
4
2
3
4
3
1
4
4
3
3
4
1
2
2
2
0
3
3
0

2
6
8
10
13
17
19
22
26
29
30
34
38
41
44
48
49
51
53
55
55
58
61
61

47.0
86.3
87.2
89.1
96.1
99.6
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

2
2
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
4
4
5
6
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

47.0
49.1
25.6
20.8
16.8
14.6
13.5
5.9
4.2
3.3
4.6
3.5
1.2
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.2
< 0.1
< 0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

questionnaire after seven items and screen the respondent as positive, since the final 17 items are not necessary for determining his/her result. For Respondent #2,
note that his/her cumulative score after 22 items is 10.
Even if this respondent receives the maximum score of
four on each of the final two items, his/her score will be
18 and he/she will therefore fall short of the cutoff point
of 19. Since the final two items are thus not necessary
for determining his/her result, curtailment would stop
the questionnaire after 22 items and screen the
respondent as negative.
To present the logic of curtailment more formally, let X
represent the cutoff point of the test. Curtailment stops
the assessment early, and screens the respondent as
positive, if the respondent’s cumulative score ever
meets or exceeds X during test administration. Curtailment stops the assessment early, and screens the
respondent as negative, if the respondent’s “maximum
potential score” (i.e., the highest score that the respondent could potentially receive as his/her final cumulative
score, given his/her current cumulative score) ever
drops below X during test administration. Mathematically, the latter event occurs if the respondent’s current
cumulative score, plus four times the number of items
remaining in the test, is less than X (the number four is
2348

used because this is the maximum possible score for
each SOAPP-R item). If curtailment does not stop the
test early at any stage, and therefore the respondent
receives all 24 SOAPP-R items, he/she is screened as
positive if his/her final cumulative score meets or
exceeds X, and is screened as negative otherwise.
Theoretical results about the method of curtailment are
available in the statistical literature [42,43].
Turning to stochastic curtailment, this method can be
motivated by looking again at the two hypothetical
respondents in Table 2. For each respondent, there is a
column (“Chance of ‘positive result’ (%)”) tracking the
probability that the respondent will ultimately be positive
on the full-length SOAPP-R (information on how to
obtain these probability values is provided later in this
subsection). The probability of a positive result is
updated after every item answered and is specific to the
particular respondent taking the questionnaire. For
instance, after four items, Respondent #1 has a cumulative score of 10; using a cutoff point of  19, the
respondent has a (hypothetical) probability of 89.1% of
ultimately being positive on the full-length test. By contrast, Respondent #2 has a cumulative score of only five
after four items, and thus has a smaller (hypothetical)
probability of 20.8% of ultimately being positive. It can
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be seen from Table 2 that the probability of being positive can be become extreme (i.e., close to 100% or
close to 0%) depending on the cumulative score and
the stage of the test. When the probability is close to
100%, it may be efficient to stop the assessment and
immediately screen the respondent as positive. Conversely, when the probability is close to 0%, it may be
efficient to stop the assessment and immediately screen
the respondent as negative. In fact, this is exactly the
logic of stochastic curtailment: this method halts the
assessment once the probability of a positive result
becomes sufficiently high or sufficiently low. In the former case, the respondent is screened as positive; in the
latter case (which is equivalent to the probability of a
negative result becoming sufficiently high), the respondent is screened as negative.

A natural question to ask when using stochastic curtailment is how high (or low) the probability of a positive
result must be in order for the test to be terminated.
Previous work [31,32] suggested stopping the assessment if the probability of a positive result becomes
greater than or equal to 95% (determining the respondent is at high risk) or less than or equal to 5% (determining the respondent is at low risk). Based on this rule,
Respondent #1 and Respondent #2 of Table 2 would
receive only five items and nine items, respectively. A
more liberal rule [33] is to stop when the probability of a
positive result becomes greater than or equal to 90% or
less than or equal to 10% (which would result in five
items for Respondent #1 and eight items for Respondent #2). A more conservative rule [33] is to stop when
the probability in question becomes greater than or
equal to 99% or less than or equal to 1% (which would
result in six items for Respondent #1 and 14 items for
Respondent #2). Under all of these rules, Respondent
#1 would be screened as positive and Respondent #2
would be screened as negative, matching the results of
the full-length test.
A second natural question regards how to determine, at
any stage of the test, the probability of the respondent
ultimately being screened as positive by the full-length
assessment. In other words, a statistical method to

Because it would be computationally inefficient to conduct logistic regression analyses during a respondent’s
assessment, all necessary calculations are performed
ahead of time (before stochastic curtailment is used
operationally for any respondent). That is, upon estimating all probabilities via logistic regression of the pilot
data, the set of cumulative scores for which early stopping should occur is written as a simple list of decision
rules for each stage of testing [33]. These decision rules
are then checked for their internal consistency from
stage to stage. For example, it would be undesirable to
utilize a set of rules whereby respondents with a cumulative score of 3 at the sixth stage are stopped for a
negative result, but respondents with a cumulative score
of 3 at the seventh stage continue testing. Such a scenario would be internally inconsistent, considering that a
cumulative score of 3 after seven items is at least as
indicative of a negative result as a cumulative score of 3
after six items. If the initial decision rules produced by
logistic regression contain an internal inconsistency, a
simple adjustment of the rules is made so that they
exhibit coherence from stage to stage [34]. In the above
example, the rules would be updated so that either a
cumulative score of 3 after seven items would result in
early stopping, or a cumulative score of 3 after six items
would not result in early stopping. The latter adjustment
is generally favored in order to take a conservative
approach [34]. Once finalized, the decision rules are
implemented in practice using a computer program that
delivers the questionnaire (and stops it when appropriate) without undue computational burden.
The Aberrant Drug Behavior Index (ADBI)
In order to evaluate the predictive validity of the fulllength SOAPP-R, curtailment, and stochastic curtailment, an external measure of aberrant medicationrelated behavior was needed. Such an external measure
was provided by the ADBI, which was administered to
respondents at follow-up. Specifics about this index
have been provided in previous articles [18,19]. Briefly,
the ADBI consists of three separate assessments: the
2349
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Stochastic curtailment stops more aggressively than
curtailment: it stops whenever curtailment does, and
stops earlier than curtailment in some instances. Therefore, stochastic curtailment makes greater reductions in
respondent burden than curtailment does. However,
these reductions in respondent burden may come at a
price: unlike curtailment, which always gives the same
result (positive or negative) as the full-length test, the
result of stochastic curtailment does not necessarily
match that of the full-length test. Hence, the sensitivity
and specificity of stochastic curtailment might be lower
than those of the full-length test. We note that stochastic curtailment was originally proposed for the stopping
of clinical trials prior to their scheduled end [44] and
was suggested for questionnaire usage in the context of
personality assessment [31].

determine the numbers in the “Chance of ‘positive
result’ (%)” column of Table 2 is needed. In previous
studies [32–34], these numbers were obtained by conducting predictive modeling on training data (i.e., pilot
data that are specifically taken to estimate the probabilities in question, prior to stochastic curtailment being
used in practice). Finkelman et al. [33] compared two
predictive modeling approaches (nonparametric estimation and logistic regression) and found logistic regression to be more effective in reducing respondent
burden. We therefore focus attention on the latter procedure herein. In this procedure, a separate logistic
regression model is estimated at each stage of the
questionnaire; the independent variable in the logistic
regression is the cumulative score at the given stage,
and the dependent variable is the screening result of
the full-length test (positive or negative). See Finkelman
et al. [33] for further details.

Finkelman et al.

Statistical Analysis
We conducted a retrospective analysis of the aforementioned n 5 428 subjects who had previously been
assessed via both the SOAPP-R and the ADBI. The
goal of the retrospective analysis was to compare curtailment and stochastic curtailment with the full-length
SOAPP-R in terms of testing efficiency. To accomplish
this goal, a post-hoc simulation was conducted: a computer program was written to find the screening result
(positive or negative) and test length that would have
been observed for each subject, if computer-based
testing had been used and curtailment (or stochastic
curtailment) had been employed to determine when to
stop testing. The results were then compared with those
of the full-length SOAPP-R. Such post-hoc simulation is
an established technique for evaluating the efficiency of
questionnaire delivery methods [34,47,48].
All methods under study (the full-length SOAPP-R, curtailment, and stochastic curtailment) were evaluated in
terms of their screening properties (sensitivity and specificity with respect to the ADBI) and their respondent
burden (average and standard deviation of test length).
Curtailment and stochastic curtailment were also
assessed based on their sensitivity and specificity with
2350

respect to the full-length SOAPP-R, as well as the percentage of subjects for whom early stopping (i.e., stopping prior to the final item) occurred. Note that by
definition, the full-length SOAPP-R stops early 0% of the
time; therefore, it necessarily has an average test length
of 24 items with a standard deviation of 0 items.
Before the above results could be obtained, it was necessary to “train” each method on the data. That is, it
was necessary to perform initial calculations on the data
so that each method was properly defined. For example, in order to find the sensitivity and specificity of the
full-length SOAPP-R, it was first required that the cutoff
point for this screener be determined. This determination was made via the Youden J index [49]: all possible
cutoff points were examined and the one maximizing
the quantity sensitivity 1 specificity – 1 was selected.
The cutoff point that was chosen for the full-length
SOAPP-R was then applied to curtailment and stochastic curtailment as well (i.e., this cutoff point was also
used in curtailment and stochastic curtailment when a
subject’s assessment was not stopped early). The training process for stochastic curtailment involved the additional step of fitting logistic regression models, as
described previously.
Two different analyses were performed. In the first analysis, the statistical models were trained on the full dataset (n 5 428), and the methods under study were then
evaluated on this same dataset. This approach has the
advantage of using all data in model training. However,
it is prone to the so-called “capitalization on chance”
problem, in which the model performs more favorably in
the study dataset than would subsequently be observed
in practice [50]. Therefore, a second analysis was also
undertaken in which 10-fold cross-validation was used.
In 10-fold cross-validation, the dataset is randomly
divided into 10 subsets of equal (or approximately equal)
size. Nine of the subsets are pooled together, and the
resulting “pooled” dataset is used for model training
(including both cutoff point determination and logistic
regression analysis, in this study); the tenth subset is
then used to evaluate the performance of each method.
By thus separating the data used for training from the
data used for evaluation, the capitalization on chance
problem is avoided [50]. The process is repeated 10
times, with each subset taking a turn as the evaluation
dataset, and then results are aggregated across the 10
iterations. Sensitivities, specificities, and average test
lengths from the cross-validation were compared with
those obtained when training and evaluating each
method on the full dataset.
Three versions of stochastic curtailment were examined.
The most conservative version stopped when the probability of a positive result became greater than or equal
to 99%, or less than or equal to 1%. The most liberal
version replaced these thresholds with the numbers
90% and 10%, while a moderate version used the numbers 95% and 5%. These three versions will be referred
to as SC1,99, SC10,90, and SC5,95, respectively.
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Prescription Drug Use Questionnaire (PDUQ), the Prescription Opioid Therapy Questionnaire (POTQ), and a
urine toxicology screen. The PDUQ is a 42-item selfreport questionnaire that uses an interview format [45].
Based on published guidelines for assessing addiction
in patients with chronic pain [46], the PDUQ includes
items on evaluation of the pain condition, opioid use
patterns, patient psychiatric history, and patient history
of substance abuse, as well as family history and social/
family factors [45]. Each item contributing to the total
score counts an affirmative answer as one point, with
the exception of one item (which asks about having
explored or tried nonpharmacological pain management
techniques) that is scored negatively. A cutoff point
of  11 for the total score was used previously [5,19]
based on the results of Compton et al. [45], and was
also employed in this study. The POTQ is a physicianreported instrument consisting of 11 dichotomously
scored items, including questions related to multiple
unsanctioned dose escalations, early refills with the
absence of acute changes in the medical condition, episodes of lost or stolen prescriptions, frequent unscheduled visits to the clinic or emergency room, excessive
phone calls, obtaining opioids from supplemental sources, and inflexibility about treatment options [7]. A cutoff
point of  2 for the total score was used based on previous studies [18,19]. Finally, the urine toxicology screen
was defined to be positive for patients with evidence of
having taken 1) an illicit substance, such as cocaine, or
2) an additional opioid medication that had not been
prescribed [5,18,19]. The overall ADBI result was then
considered to be positive if either the PDUQ was positive or both the POTQ and urine toxicology screen were
positive [18,19].
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Table 3

Stopping rules of curtailment and stochastic curtailment
Curtailment

SC1,99

SC5,95

SC10,90

Stop:
Negative
Result

Stop:
Positive
Result

Stop:
Negative
Result

Stop:
Positive
Result

Stop:
Negative
Result

Stop:
Positive
Result

Stop:
Negative
Result

Stop:
Positive
Result

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
CS  2
CS  6
CS  10
CS  14
CS  18

NA
NA
NA
NA
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19

NA
NA
NA
CS 5 0
CS  1
CS  3
CS  4
CS  5
CS  5
CS  6
CS  6
CS  6
CS  8
CS  9
CS  9
CS  10
CS  10
CS  11
CS  12
CS  13
CS  14
CS  15
CS  15
CS  18

NA
NA
CS 5 12
CS  14
CS  16
CS  16
CS  18
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19

NA
CS 5 0
CS  1
CS  2
CS  4
CS  5
CS  6
CS  7
CS  8
CS  8
CS  9
CS  9
CS  11
CS  11
CS  12
CS  12
CS  13
CS  14
CS  14
CS  15
CS  16
CS  17
CS  18
CS  18

NA
CS 5 8
CS  10
CS  12
CS  13
CS  14
CS  15
CS  17
CS  18
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19

NA
CS  1
CS  2
CS  3
CS  5
CS  6
CS  7
CS  8
CS  9
CS  9
CS  10
CS  11
CS  12
CS  13
CS  13
CS  14
CS  14
CS  15
CS  16
CS  16
CS  17
CS  17
CS  18
CS  18

NA
CS  7
CS  9
CS  11
CS  12
CS  13
CS  14
CS  16
CS  17
CS  18
CS  18
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19
CS  19

Results are based on the complete dataset (n 5 428).
NA 5 not applicable (no early stopping can occur); CS 5 cumulative score.

A computer program written in R (Version 2.13.1) was
used to carry out the analysis. In addition to providing
information on the screening properties and respondent
burden of each method, the program calculated
descriptive statistics on each item. Specifically, the
mean, median, standard deviation, and inter-quartile
range of each item were computed.
Results
Of the 425 subjects with valid age information, the
mean (SD) age was 51.4 (13.0) years. Of the 426 subjects with valid gender information, 243 were female
(57.0%). The result of the ADBI was negative for 283 of
the 428 subjects in the dataset (66.1%). Among these
428 subjects, the mean (SD) total score for the fulllength SOAPP-R was 20.4 (11.3).
Table 1 shows information for all 24 items of the fulllength SOAPP-R. The items with the highest means
were “have mood swings” (mean 5 2.0) and “felt a
need for higher doses of medication” (mean 5 1.9).
The items with the lowest means were “been treated

for an alcohol or drug problem” (mean 5 0.1), “had to
borrow pain medications from your family or friends”
(mean 5 0.2), and “been in an argument that was so
out of control that someone got hurt” (mean 5 0.2).
All medians and inter-quartile ranges were between 0
and 2.
Using the complete dataset (n 5 428) and the Youden J
index, a cutoff point of  19 was obtained for the fulllength SOAPP-R. Based on this cutoff point, the fulllength SOAPP-R screened as positive 108 of the 145
subjects that were identified as positive by the ADBI
(sensitivity 5 0.745). The full-length SOAPP-R screened
as negative 190 of the 283 subjects that were identified
as negative by the ADBI (specificity 5 0.671).
Table 3 provides the stopping rules for curtailment and
each version of stochastic curtailment (SC1,99, SC5,95,
and SC10,90). This table is written as a list of decision
rules: at each stage of testing, the cumulative scores for
which early stopping occurs are provided. For instance,
after stage 20 of testing (i.e., after 20 items have been
administered), curtailment stops to screen the
2351
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Stage of
Testing
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Table 4

Sensitivity, specificity, and respondent burden of each method

Full-length SOAPP-R
Curtailed
SC1,99
SC5,95
SC10,90

Predicting the FullLength SOAPP-R

Predicting the ADBI

Sensitivity

Specificity

Sensitivity

1
1
1
0.980
0.935

1
1
1
0.996
0.960

0.745
0.745
0.745
0.724
0.710

Specificity

Average
Test Length

SD
of Test
Length

% Test
Lengths
<24

0.671
0.671
0.671
0.671
0.668

24.0
17.7
14.1
10.8
8.3

0.0
6.3
6.4
6.6
6.1

0.0
80.6
86.4
100.0
100.0

Model training and evaluation were both performed on the complete dataset (n 5 428).

Table 4 presents results for the analysis in which both
model training and evaluation were performed on the full
dataset. As is always the case, curtailment was perfectly
concordant with the full-length screener (sensitivity and
specificity of 1 for predicting the full-length SOAPP-R).
Therefore, for predicting the ADBI, curtailment exhibited
the same sensitivity (0.745) and specificity (0.671) as the
full-length screener. Additionally, curtailment lessened the
respondent burden of the SOAPP-R: it reduced the average test length from 24 to 17.7 items, with early stopping in 80.6% of tests. SC1,99 further enhanced the
efficiency of the assessment: it was perfectly concordant

Table 5

Table 5 presents results of the 10-fold cross-validation.
All 10 iterations resulted in a cutoff point of  19 based
on the Youden J index (results not shown). Both the
full-length screener and curtailment exhibited the same
properties in cross-validation as had been observed
when model training and evaluation were performed on
the full dataset (i.e., their Table 5 values are identical to
their Table 4 values). All stochastic curtailment methods
exhibited cross-validation sensitivities and specificities
within 0.015 of their Table 4 values. SC1,99 was no longer perfectly concordant with the full-length screener:

Sensitivity, specificity, and respondent burden of each method

Full-length SOAPP-R
Curtailed
SC1,99
SC5,95
SC10,90

Predicting the fulllength SOAPP-R

Predicting the ADBI

Sensitivity

Specificity

Sensitivity

Specificity

Average
test length

SD of
test length

% Test
lengths <24

1
1
0.985
0.975
0.940

1
1
1
0.991
0.956

0.745
0.745
0.731
0.717
0.710

0.671
0.671
0.675
0.668
0.661

24.0
17.7
14.1
10.8
8.4

0.0
6.3
6.4
6.6
6.1

0.0
80.6
89.0
96.5
100.0

Ten-fold cross-validation was performed (n 5 428).
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with the full-length SOAPP-R while administering an
average of 14.1 items and stopping early in 86.4% of
tests. SC5,95 and SC10,90 were more aggressive in stopping and therefore did not always match the screening
result of the full-length SOAPP-R. The sensitivity and
specificity of SC5,95 for predicting the full-length SOAPPR were 0.980 and 0.996, respectively; the corresponding
values for SC10,90 were 0.935 and 0.960. For predicting
the ADBI, SC5,95 had the same specificity as the fulllength SOAPP-R and a sensitivity 0.021 lower; SC10,90
had specificity and sensitivity 0.003 and 0.035 lower,
respectively, than the full-length SOAPP-R. Both of these
methods lessened respondent burden by at least 55%
compared with the full-length assessment: the average
test lengths for SC5,95 and SC10,90 were 10.8 and 8.3,
respectively. Each method stopped the test early for
100% of respondents.
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respondent as negative if his/her cumulative score (CS)
is  2; it stops to screen the respondent as positive if
his/her cumulative score is  19. The analogous rules
are  13 and  19 for SC1,99;  15 and  19 for SC5,95;
and  16 and  19 for SC10,90. One adjustment was
made for the purpose of internal consistency: a
“CS  15” rule was used for SC1,99 at stage 22, rather
than an initial “CS  16” rule obtained from logistic
regression, in order to be consistent with the “CS  15”
rule at stage 23. Note that the stopping rules presented
in Table 3 were derived from the full dataset (n 5 428);
they take advantage of all available data and therefore
are most suitable for practical usage. The stopping rules
resulting from cross-validation are not presented for the
purpose of parsimony; in all cases, they were similar to
the rules derived from the full dataset.

SOAPP-R Customized Computer-Based Testing
the former’s sensitivity and specificity for predicting the
latter were 0.985 and 1, respectively, in cross-validation.
Compared with the full-length screener, SC1,99 exhibited
slightly lower sensitivity (0.731 vs 0.745)—but slightly
higher specificity (0.675 vs 0.671)—for predicting the
ADBI. Regarding respondent burden, all stochastic curtailment methods exhibited average test lengths (and
standard deviations) within 0.1 of their Table 4 values;
all percentages of early stopping were within 3.5% of
their Table 4 values.
Discussion

A benefit of computerized instruments is that they can
be customized at the level of the individual respondent
and therefore can garner enhanced measurement efficiency [52–57]. Such customized assessment was previously studied for the COMM [34], but not for the
SOAPP-R. Since these two screeners have distinct purposes (the former is designed to assess current aberrant medication-related behavior, whereas the latter is
designed to predict it in the future), the development of
a customized SOAPP-R is important for the efficient
prediction of aberrant behavior. Efficiency is especially
critical for the SOAPP-R because this screener is typically taken by patients with chronic pain, and individuals
who are physically ill are known to be particularly sensitive to the effects of respondent burden [22]. The importance of keeping questionnaires brief may be further
heightened when respondents are assessed for multiple
health problems in a single visit; additionally, reducing
the length of a questionnaire may be valuable as a
means to alleviate the potential emotional stress associated with taking it [58].
The goal of this research was to develop a family of
methods that can shorten the SOAPP-R while maintaining adequate concordance with the full-length screener’s result (positive or negative). The most liberal of
these methods, SC10,90, reduced the average test
length by 65% while matching the result of the fulllength screener in 94.9% of cases (whether performing
model training on the entire dataset or using cross-validation). The more conservative SC5,95 reduced the average test length by 55% while matching the full-length
screener’s result in over 98% of cases (again, whether
performing model training on the entire dataset or using
cross-validation). For SC1,99, the reduction in average
test length was 41%; this method matched the fulllength screener’s result in 100% of cases when training

Which variable-length procedure to use in practice
depends on the desired balance between lessening the
average test length and maintaining the sensitivity and
specificity of the assessment. The most liberal procedure under study, SC10,90, achieved the greatest reduction in respondent burden; however, SC5,95 exhibited an
average test length within 2.5 items of that of SC10,90
while garnering considerably greater concordance with
the full-length test. In order to best preserve the screening properties of the SOAPP-R, the more conservative
short versions (SC5,95, SC1,99, and curtailment) may be
recommended.
One limitation of the study was its retrospective nature:
each method’s performance was assessed based on
the results of a post-hoc simulation. It is possible that
the results obtained in a prospective study, with the
SOAPP-R administered via computer, would differ from
those obtained retrospectively. Additionally, while the
curtailment stopping rules of Table 3 are suitable for
operational usage in any population for which a  19
cutoff point is appropriate, the stopping rules for SC1,99,
SC5,95, and SC10,90 are population-specific and hence
should be validated prior to their use in a given population. Finally, because the two populations studied herein
were drawn from similar regions of the country, results
may not be generalizable to the United States pain population or to populations from other regions.
While adjunctive measures like the SOAPP-R may
improve our ability to identify high-risk patients, an
instrument of any length has inherent limitations. The
results of the SOAPP-R are intended as a complement
to information from other sources, such as history and
physical examination, psychiatric/substance abuse history, clinical interview, review of prior medical records,
and laboratory findings [18,19]. The material from these
other sources would be included in clinical documentation, allowing any information from items omitted in the
shortened SOAPP-R to be incorporated into the medical
record. Results of the SOAPP-R, whether in shortened
or full-length form, are not intended as a replacement
for clinical judgment.
This research represents a first step toward utilizing
variable-length testing techniques in conjunction with
the SOAPP-R. Given the considerable improvements in
average test length achieved by curtailment and stochastic curtailment in post-hoc simulation, the next step
is to develop a functional computer-based version of
each method. Future studies will then prospectively
evaluate the comparability between the paper-andpencil form of the SOAPP-R and all of its computerized
2353
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Screening is typically required when the burden of illness is high, as it is when considering chronic opioid
therapy. The burden of testing must be commensurate
with the benefit; tests should be inexpensive, accurate,
and brief [51]. With the advent of required electronic
health records, most future assessment instruments will
necessarily be woven into the patient’s medical record.
Hence, close attention must be paid to a model that
can lend itself to integrating cost-effective screening into
the record [12].

on the full dataset, and in over 99% of cases in crossvalidation. Finally, the most conservative method was
curtailment, which reduced the average test length by
26%. Because curtailment’s screening result always
matches that of the full-length SOAPP-R, the concordance between the two is guaranteed to be 100% in any
dataset.

Finkelman et al.
versions (including a computerized full-length SOAPP-R
as well as curtailment and stochastic curtailment). Such
work will promote the efficient prediction of aberrant
drug-related behavior among chronic pain patients.

Conclusions
Curtailment and stochastic curtailment have the potential to substantially reduce the respondent and administrative burden of the SOAPP-R, without unduly affecting
its screening properties, in computer-based administrations of the questionnaire.
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